EYFS Profile exemplification
Learning journey
Communication and language

ELG03 – Speaking
Children express themselves effectively, showing awareness
of listeners’ needs. They use past, present and future forms
accurately when talking about events that have happened or
are to happen in the future. They develop their own narratives
and explanations by connecting ideas or events.
Explanatory notes
The child uses talk to recreate, rehearse and reflect on his or her experiences and
to clarify ideas and feelings. The child is keen to develop their vocabulary and may
demonstrate their understanding of newly learned words by using them in context.
The child speaks clearly and with confidence in both familiar and less familiar groups.
They demonstrate an awareness of the listener for example by adding detail to
explanations or asking questions in order to find out more information.
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M: “I’m going to draw a rocket and I will cut it out…then I will stick it

M was talking as she looked at the resources in the workshop area.
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